
SOUTH AFRICAN AIRWAYS REVIEWS BUSINESS PLAN

South African Airways operates a two class cabin configuration (business and economy) on both their short haul and
long haul flights.

Having just gotten off the last sector, the flights are still fresh in my mind. The service was almost consistently
friendly in a non over the top way, and ranged from reasonably attentive to disorganized. Thankfully, we had
some time to spare before our connecting flight was set to leave. I enjoyed the overall look of the seat pods. As
I mentioned earlier, when I was boarding, the South African Airways crew were so friendly and efficient with
everything. Responses have not been reviewed, approved or otherwise endorsed by the bank advertiser. There
was a shoe cubby at the bottom of the seatback, which was simple and not obtrusive. On the returning flight,
the TV screens were hardly responsive to touch and were very frustrating to use. We started boarding at am,
just before our scheduled departure time. Some people were stuck in a reclined position while others were
stuck upright when it was time to sleep. There was a divider between the seats to use if you wanted more
privacy. I remember the food and service being just okay, but the seat itself offered a great redemption value.
For an explanation of our Advertising Policy, visit this page. Everything was done with a sense of urgency,
which is great for the passenger. You get an appetizer or a salad or a soup, a main course, and then a dessert or
cheese course. The premium passenger check-in counter was located off to the side, closest to the main doors
of the terminal. My London to Johannesburg flight was canceled , and the second daily flight had an aircraft
swap. The seats are hard and uncomfortable, if a passenger is seated next to a window, they can't step around
or over their seatmate when the latter is in a reclined position. The whole process takes about 45 minutes.
Update: Some offers mentioned below are no longer available. However, there was NO in flight entertainment
on this flight. On long haul flights they serve Taittinger Brut. My second appetizer, a salad, was pretty fresh as
well. Cliff and I chose to get the vegetable and cheese frittata, which was served with chicken sausage,
mushrooms and skillet potatoes. Once seated, the Purser came around to all the business class passengers to
introduce herself and offer pre-departure drinks. I have asked a few times for extra water , was told yes and it
never arrived. I am obviously critical that South African Airlines ground agents at JKIA appeared to have the
power to remove a travelling passenger, that does not have such item to hand, the impact of which is not
inconsequential. It was a safe, easy bite with lots of flavor thanks to the spices. Whereas business class on
some other carriers â€” specifically United and Delta â€” is pretty closed off, this cabin is rather open. It
totally disrupts your trip and is extremely inconvenient. There are very few direct flights from major European
cities into Cape Town Airport, zero from the US and few from elsewhere. After showing the lounge attendant
my boarding pass, I was allowed to enter. There was also a self-serve bar area, as well as an espresso machine
and more fresh fruit. And shortly after taking off, settling turned to settled, which prompted this sinister photo
opportunity. The seats feature a foot stool, which Laura has chosen not to use, which can be excellent for
pushing off while sleeping.


